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Est-ce parce que Rachel Robinson est un petit génie en maths et que sa chambre est toujours
impeccablement rangée, qu'on pense toujours à elle pour représenter, défendre, aider,
conseiller ses camarades? Est-ce pour les mêmes raisons que ses amies, Alison et Stéphanie l.
a. croient difficilement able de vivre une histoire d'amour? Est-ce parce que tout le monde los
angeles sait raisonnable qu'elle ne cesse de se faire du souci pour tout, et particulièrement au
sujet de son frère Charles qui, lui, se comporte de los angeles façon los angeles plus
déconcertante et l. a. plus agaçante qui soit? D'ailleurs, c'est Tiens bon, Rachel ! (Best Friends)
tout de même à reason de lui, de ses sarcasmes permanents et de ses petits scandales, que
les Robinson se retrouvent un jour chez un docteur spécialiste des problèmes familiaux. Rachel
essaie de confier ses angoisses à Alison et Stéphanie, mais tout ce qu'elles trouvent à dire,
c'est que Charles a un charme fou!
Rachel is a super-overachiever. She is orderly and shrewdpermanent and rocks at enjoying the
flute. She has besties, Stephanie and Alison, that you just may possibly consider from simply so
long as we are Together. Rachel continues to be smarter than them. She nonetheless lacks the
social talents to be tactful approximately that.Her whole relatives is like that. they are obnoxious.
they are a little condescending. they are a breeding floor for anorexic kids. They turn a shit while
Charles, the center Robinson child, will get expelled from university for refusing to take tests.
They turn out. this isn't Robinson-approved behavior.Charles is the black sheep. he is a rebel.
He drinks. He swears. he isn't surprising with the thrill of leisure drug use. He has a cynical
experience of humor. He does not care in regards to the city fantasy that's the everlasting
record. He additionally acknowledges that his kin is ridiculous. Being an over achiever isn't
Charles existence goal. he isn't the fool that Rachel and their older sister, Jessica, are
assuming. Dude can quote Tolstoy. Dude understands his literature. simply because he's
rebelling doesn't suggest that he's no longer as clever or lacks the potential for the opposite
Robinsons.Rachel and the remainder of the Robinsons are disillusioned Tiens bon, Rachel !
(Best Friends) that Charles is back. (Some homecoming.) They stay away from Tiens bon,
Rachel ! (Best Friends) him like a leper. Rachel and Jessica are not making him suppose
welcome. all people makes it transparent that Charles is a huge, embarrassing discomfort of
their ass. they do not are looking to consume dinner with him. they do not are looking to be
within the related room as him. He must drink their Kool-Aid and turn into a countrywide benefit
pupil or anything both impressive.Because Charles is expelled and the Robinsons like to
continue him hidden domestic schooled, Mr. Robinson's pupil instructor works as Charles own
tutor, Paul. As has a tendency to happen, Rachel develops a overwhelm on Paul the Tutor.
Nevermind that she's 13 Nevermind that Paul is pupil instructing for her dad. No. Rachel is in
Stacey McGill authorized LUV.Meanwhile, there is drama in class simply because Jeremy
Dragon and Dana broke up. Jeremy acquired stuck making out with Marcella, the college slut.
(Judy's word, now not mine. Marcella is sexually liberated.) Stephanie and Alison quite desire
that Jeremy isn't really nonetheless donning Dana's dove pin on his underwear. Me too. Dana
starts off striking round the Robinson condo watching for Charles Tiens bon, Rachel ! (Best
Friends) to get performed together with his tutoring. it is unhappy and awkward.Things get even

stranger while Mr. and Mrs. Robinson go away for the night. Jessica is going to her junior
promenade wearing her mom's "slinky" LBD. (I can't think donning whatever my mom owns to a
prom. Or anywhere.) Rachel has Stephanie and Alison over for an outstanding quaint shut eye
party.And Charles has a p-a-r-t-y. there's a mysterious smoke coming from Charles' room. And
noise. will not a person flip down the music? Mary Anne Spier Rachel takes it upon herself to be
the rainy blanket and ask Charles to show down the music. A peek into his room finds Dana.
And Jeremy Dragon. Oh, the drama.After awhile, Jeremy Dragon comes as much as Rachel's
room. He performs Monopoly with Rachel, Alison, and Stephanie. that is kinda weird. he is in
9th grade. Rachel and her buddies are in 7th grade. To me, that is a unusual age difference.
After a couple of days, Jeremy tracks Rachel right down to go back his Monopoly taking part in
piece. (What?) Rachel and Jeremy percentage a number of passionate awkward kisses.
Squee.Mr. Robinson's background category takes a visit to Ellis Island. this can be vital simply
Tiens bon, Rachel ! (Best Friends) because Charles has been all approximately reconnecting
along with his roots. he alters his final identify from Robinson to Rybczynski. (This is said Rib-jinski.) Charles is making an attempt to tell apart himself from the remainder of the Robinsons.
Mrs. Robinson flips out that he dare you should be his personal person. Mr. Robinson is quiet
approximately how cool he is. So cool that after Charles is at Ellis Island with Mr. Robinson's
class, he reveals a list for his great-grandparents, Rybcyznskis, at the immigrant directory.
subsidized by means of one Mr. Robinson.Rachel rankings a date with Paul the instruct to a live
performance on the university. not anyone tells Rachel that it really is thoroughly ridiculous to
imagine that Paul,who should be a minimum of twenty-two, might take a 13 12 months previous
on a date.On the "date," Rachel and Paul run into Tarren, Rachel's older cousin. Tarren is a
little a mess--her husband deserted her and their toddler son and she's attempting to get her
measure in education. Now, she's relationship a professor that has a "romantic obstacle," a
wife. Tarren is on the live performance with the professor. The professor's spouse indicates up.
Awkwardness. Tarren is dropped like a promenade dress. Rachel takes one for the workforce
via letting Tarren tag together with her and Paul. As Paul is significantly extra age applicable for
her, the 2 take to each other and it really is instructed dating has begun.Jessica will get a
summer season task operating for Stephanie's mom, a go back and forth agent. She quick turns
into obnoxious with all her discuss how really good Stephanie's mom, Rowena, is. Rowena
owns her personal business. Rowena wears cool clothes. Rowena jazzercizes. Rowena thinks
Jessica may still cross on Accutane for her cystic acne. The Robinsons have the desire to make
Rowena swim with the fishes. they're unwell and uninterested in listening to approximately how
outstanding Tiens bon, Rachel ! (Best Friends) she is.Charles will get a summer season task
operating in a bakery. He had expressed curiosity in being a baker, however the Robinsons
squashed his pursuits and wrote them off. Being a baker is okay for a summer time job. it's not
ok for a Robinson career. For the summer, though, he'll have the opportunity to turn out himself
and to do anything Tiens bon, Rachel ! (Best Friends) that he's really in.At the tip of the book,
Rachel is headed off for band camp along with her flute. (I imagine we know what occurs while
uptight flutists unwind at band camp.) She's coming round approximately how extraordinary
Charles is. we are left placing for that 3rd installment (focusing on Alison) to determine what
Tiens bon, Rachel ! (Best Friends) occurs with the Chuckster. such a lot of unfastened ends!
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